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The rough graniie masonry of the chiimiey is left exposed in the overmantel section.
Except for its southern wail--whiàh had twelve-over-twelve sash.before the tripartite
window was installed--this room and the parlor have retained their original appearance
most rctably in the hand-hewn beams, girts, and corner posts left exposed.:.arid flow
painted white.
Doors, window and door frames, imnel lug, lirepi aces , floorboards, and
iron hardware are also original to the house.
The section across the back has been noticeably altered on the interior.
Originally two smaller rooms, the northwest room has been made into a den by the
present owners, and although the mantel is original, the firebox and hearth have
been recently rebuilt.
The rear hail fireplace see sketch plan is set. at a diagonal and forms a
triangle with that in the den; it retains its original mantel. The rear stairs,
off the rear hall, are a later addition. The rear hall and present kitchen were
probably once a single large room.
The upper floor follows the plan of the lower with slight variation. Two
large bedrooms to the front above the parlor and keeping room are connected by the
narrow front hall. There are four smaller rooms to the rear, one converted to a
bathroom. There are only two fireplaces, one in each of the front bedrooms; a
third.fireplace may be concealed behind one of the bathroom walls. The triangular
configuration of the first floor chimney is not carried through to the second floor.
The ceilings in both the front rooms upstairs are plastered, and all corner posts
are cased.
There are five outbuildings, including a barn which has been renovated; an early
twentieth-century cabin; a small horse-barn, formerly a shed where sheep were
raised; and a large dog house, formerly a chicken coop. In addition, there is a
rustic gazebo, built from the remains of a large pine tree on the same site whiëh
was destroyed by the 1938 hurricane.
Designed after a guest house in Alaska, the cabin was affectionately named
the Gnome House by its previous owners as it was built in reduced scale. The large
barn may be original to the house, as the framing is much older than the building’s
present exterior appearance would suggest: a 1923 photograph of the house not only
shows the same barn, unadorned and sheathed with vertical boards, but also another
barn directly behind the main house, which has since disappeared. Its fomdation
is no longer evident. Also shown in the picture is a wooden well structure winch
sat east of the verandah in front of the house; it. too is gone.
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just north
The Amos Cooke House lies west of Chopmist Hill ROad Route.102
cedar
trees planted
of the junction with Route 14. Partially hidden by a row of dense
and set
from
the
road
around 1920 and an old stone wall, the Cooke 1-louse is isolated
house
sits
on a
apart from neighboring twentieth-century houses. Facing east, the from the house
knoll about thirt feet from the road;. the lawn slopes gently south
in front of the house.
to a garden enclosed by a stone wall, the continuation of that five-bay
Federal farm
Thehouse is a
rectangular
house with a large central chimney. The only additions to the crisp, tint-roof, deepbox are a small dl at the northwest corner and a tweittleth-century,
of the house:
cornice verandah running the width of the first story of the southern enddescending
this porch is supported by four.square posts, with a broad set of steps
on a low
between the two center posts to the south lawn. The house, which sits
ornament
on the
fieldstone foundation, is sheathed in wooden clapboard. The only of the Greek
facade is the central .entrance, rebuilt in a vernacular treatment sidelights with
Revival style. Flanking the six-panel front door are two slender consist of of straight
tall, narrow panes arranged in a grid pattern. The side moldings
at the top
bars divided into three even strips, the inner one recessed; these intersect
over
the
dooron both ends to form flat squares with punched centers. The lintel
way is topped with a low, plain pediment.
The original twelve-over-twelve sash were replaced--probably at the time the
doorway was remodeled--with six-over-six sash. Only’ the windows in the attic retain
the original sash: these are twelve over eight. A tripartite and a double window
were both installed at the southern end of the house on- the first floor when the
porch was added.
The interior deir.cnstrates ar, unusual variation of the five-room, center-chimney
plan. The chimney is pentagonal in plan on the first floor, allowing for four fire-.
boxes, those at the rear of the chimney set on. the diagonal. At the basement level
the chimney is formed of two giant piers running north-south, the western pier
triangular and the eastern rectangular pier flanked by the basement stairs; an open
space separates the two piers. This variation occurs seldom in Rhode Island domestic architecture, -but notable exemplars include the Caleb Claggett House ca 1725
in Newport and several late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century dwellings in
Bristol.
A small, narrow entrance hall has a simple, triple-run stairway with straight
balusters and closed, molded string. The parlor is a relatively simple room lacking
* a decorative cornice of elaborate window.moldings. The simple Federal mantel is the
most elegant feature of the room, and it too is spare in detail. Several rows of
stepped molding rise from i.ts frieze section to support a simple shelf; these break
out into pilaster-like elements at either end.
The keeping room is located to one side of the entrance hall instead of across
the rear, a placement commonly associated with houses of the period built in western
Rhode Island. The large, cut-stone cooking fireplace vith baking oven to the left
covers a major portion of the north wall, abutting the southwest chimney post to the
left and the door to the cellar to the.right. The fireplace is completely devoid of
ornament or molding-except for the iron bracketswhich support the shallow mantel shelf.
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The Amos Cooke House, because of its change in use over the 160 years of
It holds
its history, is of significance to architectural and soëial history.
interesting historical associations, through its past inhabitants. Further, its
çik
landscape elements--the original stone walls, the cedar trees along the road, and
**4 its outbuildings--are significant supporting features to this well-preserved
house.
A fine example of a rural Rhode Island farmhouse in the vernacular, turn-of
the-nineteenth-century style, it has an unusual variation of the center-chimney plan.
5t-. As the pentagonal center-chimney arrangement is not widespread in Rhode Island
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century dwellings, its use here is particularly inter
f
esting in an otherwise simple farmhouse. Further, the house retains a great deal
of its original hards’are including rough-cut, black H-L hinges, window and door
frames, doors, floorboards, wainscoting, mantelpieces, and fireplaces contributing to
to the late eighteenth-early nineteenth-century flavor of the house..
-: n
Alterations have generally enhanced the architectural quality c-f the house.
? t,
The early twentieth-century verandah to the south and the Greek Revival doorway
evince changing tastes and uses of the house.
:
The house has witnessed several changes in ownership throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, but its notable residents have been Augustus and Carver
Hopkins, Amos Cooke, and the McCrillis family.
The house was constructed in 1812 as a farmhouse by Augustus and Carver Hopkins,
* members of a prominent Scituate family. The Hopkins brothers were the sOn of Timothy
Hopkins, who had served as a sergeant during the Revolution in the "Amy of Observa
tion." The Hopkins brothers were owners of large tracts of land south of the
Central Turnpike, on which they built this house and maintained a working farm. A
4L½4
jj.;;:
deed from 1827, which refers to, this property as "the old farm," involved the pur
chase of forty-seven additional acres for faming purposes. By the l830s, the
brothers were involved in business in Burrillville, Augustus having founded the
Hopkins Machine Works for the manufacture of spindles in 1834. They retained owner
H’*tt. ship of the property, however, until 1859, when it was purchased byI-lenry West.
ç.
In 1865, the farm was purchased by Amos’ Cooke.’At the time of the transfer,
the property comprised a "dwelling house, barn, and other buildings," and covered
-tj
.t an estimated 143 acres. Cooke was involved in,a lumber business with his brothei’
in Providence before he retired to Scituate to farm
.4
In the early years of the twentieth century, the property was bought by Mr and
Mrs ArthurM. McCriilis of Providence and altered as a summer residence, which they
named "Wi1bourne." Their love of the property enhanced the architecture and land
scape through the addition of the verandah, minor interior alterations, the construction’ of the Gnome -House and, gazebo,’ and the extensive planting of trees, including
-
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the row of cedars in front of the house. In renovating the property, they also con
tributed- to its maintenanceand preservation, thus sparing the Amos Cooke 1-louse
the neglect and deterioration so frequently apparent in isolated rural farmhouses
throughout rural Rhode Island.
The growth and changes to the Cooke House and its property, as well as the
intact state of an unusual variation on the vernacular early farmhouse, amply
chronicle the -significance of the property to architectural and social history
and merit its inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.
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